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video gets watched

auserrequests

the browse by categories page gets hit

user is subscribed to tag and hits the index or

subscription

center page

We currently index videos processed videos that are

public via PyLucene. We update the index per day which

constitutes 25% change in the index. This is done via batch tool

that selects videos from replica of our master database if video

has changed since the tools last execution. This takes about

hours to apply the changes to the index and hours to replicate the

index to the search machines. The number of records in our video

index every four months and the indexs size is

The following are the fields used to render the resuts which are

stored in the index

will give you call tomorrow at 1400 FST if that works for

you.

mail me with an alternative time if this time is not convenient

for you.

Rizzo

On Nov 14. 2006 at 754 PM David Chandler wrote

How about phone call when

youve got

20 minutes to talk about the best way to get to Milestone III

define Milestone as search index in Googles prod

datacenters that

has both oole video and youtube docs and the ability to restrict

searches to just one or the other all such docs as of today say.

This will be testing indexfor demo but it will use all of

googles link information to rank things pretty well.

The real issue then is to communicate where your data lives

now so

can figure out how to pull it out where need it.

Any documentation you have would be useful Im especially

interested

in what data you store per video -

etc. -- and how often thats updated since the perfect

system for that may or may not be the system weve got right now.
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Source code is useful so as soon as you figure cut how to share

that

with other Googlers Id benefit from reading it.

Also how many search queries per second do you get at peak
How many

videos are in your index How fast is it growing

-David

On 11/14/06. Matthew Rizzo mrizzo@youtube.com wrote

Hello all

How do you gs want to move forward on this Let me know what

information you need from me. dont have intranet access yet

think that will come tomorrow or thursday.

Feel free to use my google email if that is easier for you

mrizzo@google.com

Rizzo

On Nov 14. 2006 at 331 PM Cuong Do wrote

David

Im CCing Matt Rizzo on this e-mail. He is the keeper of

Youlube

search and will likely be leading the effort to integrate into

Google Search from the engineer side.

Cuong

On Nov 2006 at 259 FM David Chandler wrote

Hi Cuong

Jeremy tells me you wrangle youtubes backond. Im the

wrangler of

Google Videos search index and Id apprecate it if you could

put me
in contact with the right engineers to talk about getting

youtubes

docs in our search index. hope we can do better job of

ranking

them than you currently do and hope to take some of the load

off of

your shoulders so you can focus on youtubes strengths.

Google
Video

and Google Search also both want to search over youtubes

videos.

zzRegards

David

wor

cell
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